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Abstract

Deep learning using convolutional neural networks

(CNNs) is quickly becoming the state-of-the-art for chal-

lenging computer vision applications. However, deep learn-

ing’s power consumption and bandwidth requirements cur-

rently limit its application in embedded and mobile systems

with tight energy budgets. In this paper, we explore the en-

ergy savings of optically computing the first layer of CNNs.

To do so, we utilize bio-inspired Angle Sensitive Pixels

(ASPs), custom CMOS diffractive image sensors which act

similar to Gabor filter banks in the V1 layer of the human

visual cortex. ASPs replace both image sensing and the first

layer of a conventional CNN by directly performing optical

edge filtering, saving sensing energy, data bandwidth, and

CNN FLOPS to compute. Our experimental results (both on

synthetic data and a hardware prototype) for a variety of vi-

sion tasks such as digit recognition, object recognition, and

face identification demonstrate up to 90% reduction in im-

age sensor power consumption and 90% reduction in data

bandwidth from sensor to CPU, while achieving similar per-

formance compared to traditional deep learning pipelines.

1. Introduction

State-of-the-art visual recognition algorithms utilize

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which use hierar-

chical layers of feature computation to discriminate visual

stimuli. Early CNNs from LeCun et al. [26] showed promis-

ing results in digit recognition [27]. The advent of GPU

computing has allowed CNN training on large, public on-

line data sets, and triggered an explosion of current re-

search. CNNs have started to perform on par with or even

surpass humans on some image recognition challenges such

as ImageNet [23, 43]. CNNs have been universally ap-

plied to different vision tasks including object detection and

localization [50], pedestrian detection [49], face recogni-
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Figure 1: A diagram of our proposed ASP Vision. ASP

Vision, our proposed system, is compared with a conven-

tional deep learning pipeline. ASP Vision system saves

90% in energy and transmission bandwidth in the sensing

stage, compared to a traditional camera.

tion [44], and even synthesizing new objects [8]. However,

many applications in embedded vision such as vision for

mobile platforms, autonomous vehicles/robots, and wire-

less sensor networks have stringent constraints on power

and bandwidth, limiting the deployment of CNNs in these

contexts.

1.1. Motivation and Challenges

Porting deep learning vision systems to embedded and

battery-operated applications necessitates overcoming the

following challenges:

• Sensor power: Image sensors are notoriously power-

hungry, sometimes accounting for more than 50% of the

power consumption in many embedded vision applica-

tions [30]. In addition, current image sensors are not op-

timized to significantly save power for such computer vi-

sion tasks [30]. Several researchers, most recently [29],

have argued that always-on, battery-operated, embedded
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vision systems necessitate a complete redesign of the im-

age sensor to maximize energy-efficiency.

• Computing power: CNNs, while providing enormous

performance benefits, also suffer from significantly in-

creased computational complexity. GPUs and multi-core

processors are power hungry, and the number of FLOPS

(floating point operations) for CNNs can easily be on the

order of billions.

• Data bandwidth: Data bandwidth requirements place

strict design constraints on traditional vision architec-

tures. Moderate image resolution of 1 megapixel at 30
fps (frames per second) results in a bandwidth require-

ment of over 0.5 Gbps (Giga-bits per second). This can

bottleneck I/O buses that transfer images off the sensor

to the CPU and increases the power requirements, com-

putational complexity, and memory for the system.

1.2. Our Proposed Solution

To solve the challenges described above, we explore

novel image sensors that can save energy in an embedded

vision pipeline. In particular, we use existing Angle Sen-

sitive Pixels (ASPs) [53], bio-inspired CMOS image sen-

sors that have Gabor wavelet impulse responses similar to

those in the human visual cortex, to perform optical convo-

lution for the CNN first layer. We call this combination of

ASP sensor with CNN backend ASP Vision. This system

addresses embedded deep learning challenges by:

• Reducing sensor power by replacing traditional im-

age sensors with energy-efficient ASPs that only digitize

edges in natural scenes, giving orders of magnitude re-

duction in power consumption.

• Reducing computing power by optically computing the

first convolutional layer using ASPs, thus leaving subse-

quent network layers with reduced FLOPS to compute.

• Reducing bandwidth by relying on the inherent reduced

bandwidth of ASP sensors encoding only edge responses.

1.3. Contributions

In this paper, we will describe in detail our system for

optically computing the first layer of CNNs. Note that we

are neither introducing ASPs for the first time nor claiming

a new CNN architecture. Instead, we are deploying ASPs to

increase energy efficiency in an embedded vision pipeline

while maintaining high accuracy. In particular, our main

contributions in this paper include:

• Showing the optical response of Angle Sensitive Pixels

emulates the first layer of CNNs

• Analysis of the energy and bandwidth efficiency of this

optical computation

• Evaluation of system performance on multiple datasets:

MNIST [27], CIFAR-10/100 [22], and PF-83 [1].

• An operational prototype of the ASP Vision system and

real experimental results on digit recognition and face

recognition using our prototype.

1.4. Limitations

Our proposed approach is also limited by some practical

factors. While there are significant potential FLOPS savings

from optical computation, our current prototype achieves a

modest fraction of these savings due to the prefabricated

sensor’s design choices. In addition, ASPs themselves are

challenged with low light efficiency and reduced resolution

that we address in detail in Section 3.4.2. Finally, our cur-

rent hardware prototype has limited fidelity since it was not

fabricated in an industrial CMOS image sensor process. We

discuss this in Section 5. We caution readers from placing

too much expectation on the visual quality of a research pro-

totype camera, but hope the ideas presented in the paper in-

spire further research in novel cameras for computer vision

systems.

2. Related Work

In this section, we survey the literature with particular fo-

cus on energy-efficient deep learning, computational cam-

eras, and hardware-based embedded vision systems.

Convolutional Neural Networks are currently the sub-

ject of extensive research. A high level overview of CNNs

is given by LeCun et al. [25]. Since this paper does not im-

prove CNN accuracy or propose new networks, we high-

light recent work on real-time performance and resource

efficiency. Ren et al. use faster R-CNN [42] to achieve

millisecond execution time, enabling video frame rates for

object detection. In addition, researchers have explored re-

ducing floating point multiplications [32], quantization of

weights in CNNs [11, 14], network compression [5], and

trading off accuracy for FLOPs [44].

On the sensor side, computational cameras have

emerged to expand the toolset of modern imaging systems.

Cameras have been augmented to capture light fields [18,

35, 52], polarization [13], high dynamic range [45], and

depth [39]. Similar to ASPs, cameras that compute fea-

tures include on-chip image filtering [12, 36] or detect

events [28].

Embedded vision has been spurred by advances in

imaging technology and digital processing. For convolu-

tional neural networks, analog ASICs [3], FPGAs [9], and

neuromorphic chips [40] implement low power calculations

with dedicated hardware accelerators. LiKamWa et al. [29]

propose a new analog-to-digital converter for image sensors

that performs CNN image classification directly to avoid the

I/O bottleneck of sending high resolution images to the pro-

cessor. Micro-vision sensors [21] perform optical edge fil-

tering for computer vision on tight energy budgets. Similar

to this paper, inference/learning on coded sensor measure-
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Figure 2: Comparison of first layer weights for three dif-

ferent systems: (a) Traditional deep learning architecture

AlexNet trained on ImageNet [23], (b) Set of weights given

by sparse coding constraints similar to the receptive fields

of simple cells in the V1 [37], and (c) ASP optical impulse

responses for 2D incidence angles [18].

ments from compressive sensing imaging has saved band-

width/computation [19, 24, 33]. Dynamic Vision Sensors

(DVS) have been used for face recognition while saving en-

ergy compared to conventional image sensors [34]. All this

research forecasts higher levels of integration between deep

learning and embedded vision in the future.

3. ASP Vision

A diagram of our proposed ASP Vision system is pre-

sented in Figure 1. The custom image sensor is composed

of Angle Sensitive Pixels which optically computes the first

layer of the CNN used for visual recognition tasks. In

the following subsections, we describe how hardcoding the

first layer is application-independent, ASP design, and how

ASPs perform optical convolution with energy and band-

width savings. Finally, we discuss current limitations with

ASP design and imaging for embedded vision.

3.1. Hardcoding the First Layer of CNNs

In partitioning a deep learning pipeline, a central ques-

tion is what layers of the CNN should be implemented in

hardware versus software. Hardcoded layers generally lead

to significant energy savings provided a suitably efficient

hardware implementation is used. However, maintaining

the last layers of CNNs in software allows flexibility for

network reconfiguration, transfer learning [38], and fine-

tuning [2].

In our system, we are interested in optically computing

the first layer of CNNs in hardware. We note recent re-

search that shows the first layers of CNNs are application-

independent and transferable [55]. Fine-tuning the CNN

by retraining only the last few layers on a new application-

domain leads to high accuracy. In particular, the first layer

learned by most CNN architectures consists of oriented

edge filters, color blobs, and color edges (as visualized

AlexNet’s [23] first layer in Figure 2(a)). These edge fil-

ters are not a surprise and are also found in the receptive

fields of simple cells in the V1 layer of the human visual

system. Olhausen and Field characterized these filters as

Gabor wavelets, visualized in Figure 2(b), and showed how

they perform sparse coding on natural image statistics [37].

Therefore hardcoding this first layer should be indepen-

dent of application and roughly converges to the same set

of Gabor filters for most networks. Our main idea is to use

Angle Sensitive Pixels (ASPs) in our image sensor front end

to compute this convolutional layer in the optical domain at

low electronic power consumption.

3.2. Angle Sensitive Pixels

3.2.1 Background

ASPs are photodiodes, typically implemented in a CMOS

fabrication process, with integrated diffraction gratings that

image the Talbot diffraction pattern of incoming light [53].

These diffraction gratings give a sinusoidal response to in-

cident angle of light given by the following equation [18]:

i(x, y) = 1 +m cos (β (cos (γ) θx + sin (γ) θy) + α) ,
(1)

where θx, θy are 2D incidence angles, α, β, γ are parame-

ters of the ASP pixel corresponding to phase, angular fre-

quency, and grating orientation, and m is the amplitude of

the response. A tile of ASPs contain a diversity of angle re-

sponses, and are repeated periodically over the entire image

sensor to obtain multiple measurements of the local light

field. ASPs have been shown to capture 4D light fields [18]

and polarization information [20]. An advantage of these

sensors is that they are CMOS-compatible and thus can be

manufactured in a low-cost industry fabrication process.

3.2.2 Optical Convolution

In particular, ASP responses to incidence angle allow op-

tical convolution and edge filtering. Using two differential

pixels of phase α and phase α+π (pixels A and B of Figure

3), we subtract their responses, iα − iα+π , to obtain the si-

nusoidal term of Equation 1 which depends solely on angle

without the fixed DC offset. Figure 3 shows these measured

differential pixel’s impulse responses across an ASP tile.

They resemble several different Gabor wavelets of different

frequency, orientation, and phase which tile 2D frequency

space. These impulse responses are convolved optically

with objects in the scene during the capture process. The
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Figure 3: ASP Pixel Designs: ASP differential pixel design

using diffraction gratings is shown. A 4 × 6 tile contains

10µm pixels whose optical responses are Gabor filters with

different frequency, orientation, and phase. These filters act

as bandpass filters in 2D frequency space [54].

*

Figure 4: ASP Differential Output: Optical convolution of

a scene with a differential ASP impulse response results in

an edge filtered image (real images from prototype camera

in [54]).

resulting ASP output correspond to edge filtered images as

displayed in Figure 4. We use this optical convolution with

Gabor wavelets to compute the first convolutional layer of a

CNN.

Analogously, the V1 layer of the visual cortex contains

Gabor wavelet responses for the receptive fields of simple

cells, and Olhausen and Field showed that this representa-

tion is maximally efficient in terms of information transfer

and sparse coding [37]. This is partly why we claim this

system is bio-inspired: we are taking advantage of ASP’s

Gabor-like response to naturally compress the statistics of

natural scenes to edges. This edge representation has direct

implications for the low power consumption of ASPs.

3.2.3 Energy and Bandwidth Efficiency

Prior work has designed ASP readout circuitry to leverage

the sparseness of edge filtered images, enhancing energy

efficiency [54]. Circuit readout that involves a differen-

tial amplifier can read out differential pixels, subtract their

responses, and feed it to an analog-to-digital (ADC) con-

verter [54]. This ADC is optimized to only convert pixels

when there is sufficient edge information, leading to low

power image sensing and digitization as compared to a tra-

ditional image sensor.

A comparison of an ASP-based image sensor [54] to a

modern Sony mobile image sensor [48] is shown in Table

1. All numbers reported are from actual sensor measure-

ments, but we caution the readers that these comparisons

are approximate and do not take into account process tech-

nology and other second order effects. We report energy

normalized for pixels and frame rate:

E =
P

f ·N
, (2)

where normalized energy E has units [J/(frame ·

pixel)], P is power, f is frame rate, and N is number of

pixels. We calculate the amount of normalized energy using

ASPs to be 33 pJ/frame/pixel as opposed to the Sony sensor

with 340 pJ/frame/pixel. This yields a 90% reduction in

image sensing energy. This savings is due to the low power

consumption of the ADC (100uW) that only converts pixel

data when there is an edge present.

Since edge data is significantly smaller to transmit, ASPs

can also save on the bandwidth of image data sent off the

image sensor, thus alleviating an I/O bottleneck from image

sensor to CPU. Prior work has shown that ASPs obtain a

bandwidth reduction of 10:1 or 90% for images by only

storing non-zero coefficients of edges and using run-length

encoding [54]. For a traditional image sensor, 1.2 Mbits is

needed to digitize 150Kpixels (384 × 384) at 8 bit resolu-

tion while ASPs only require 120Kbits. We refer readers

to [54] for more details about these circuit designs and their

energy and bandwidth efficiency for ASP imaging.

3.2.4 Limitations of ASPs for Visual Recognition

Some limitations with using ASPs for visual recognition in-

clude reduced image sensor resolution, low light efficiency,

and depth-dependent edge filtering behavior. We outline

these challenges and recent research to alleviate these is-

sues.

Since a tile of ASPs is required to obtain different edge

filters, image sensor resolution is reduced by the tile res-

olution. It is not clear how small ASP pixels can be fab-

ricated, especially since a few periods of diffraction grat-

ings are needed for adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

and to avoid edge effects. However, recent research in in-

terleaved photodiode design has increased pixel density by

2× [46, 47]. Reduced resolution may have an adverse ef-

fect on vision tasks [7], although no critical minimum res-

olution/spatial frequency threshold has been suggested for

image sensors to capture.
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Sony (ISSCC 2015) ASP Image Sensor

Resolution 5256 x 3934 (20M) 384 x 384 (effective ASP tile 

resolution: 96 x 64)

Energy 

consumption

Total power: 428 mW

No breakdown of power 

reported

Total Power: 1.8 mW

Pixel Array: 300 μW

Amplifiers: 900 μW

Timing/Addressing: 500 μW

ADCs: 100 μW

340 pJ/frame/pixel 33 pJ/frame/pixel

90.2% Energy saving

Transmission 

bandwidth

Transmitting the entire image Transmitting only edges

1.2 Mbits/frame @ 

384 ⨉384⨉8bits

120 Kbits/frame @ 

384⨉384⨉8bits

10:1 Compression ratio

Capabilities

2D image and video capture 2D images and video, edge 

filtered images, light field 

information

Table 1: Comparison of ASP image sensor [54] and mod-

ern smartphone image sensor [48].

ASP pixels can suffer loss of light through the diffraction

gratings as low as 10% relative quantum efficiency, which

yields decreased SNR for differential edge responses. This

in part explains the noisy visual artifacts present in the hard-

ware prototype, and the need for large amounts of light in

the scene. However, recent work in phase gratings [46, 47]

have increased light efficiency up to 50% relative quantum

efficiency.

Finally, the optical edge-filtering behavior of ASPs is

depth-dependent since the optical responses only work

away from the focal plane with a large aperture camera [53].

This depth-dependence limits the application of ASPs to

wide aperture systems with shallow depth-of-field, but also

enables the potential for depth and light field information to

be utilized as scene priors (which we do not explore in the

scope of this paper).

4. Analysis

To analyze our proposed design and its tradeoffs, we de-

veloped a simulation framework to model both ASP image

formation and CNNs. We simulate ASP image capture, and

then propogate the resulting ASP edge images through the

rest of the CNN. Typically this output data has dimensions

W × H × D where there are D ASP filtered images, each

of size W × H. We use the same input image resolution

for both ASPs and baselines since we already accounted for

image resolution in our normalized energy savings in Table

1.

For all our simulations, we use the ASP tile design of

Figure 3 which matches the existing hardware prototype

of [54]. We use 12 out of 24 of the ASP filters with co-

sine responses (α = 0) and low, medium, and high angu-

lar frequencies. The other 12 filters have sine responses

(α = π/2) which did not yield suitably different convolu-

tion outputs, and thus these matching input channels caused

gradient exploding and convergence issues. Finally, since

our prototype ASP system does not have color pixels, we re-

port all baselines with respect to grayscale for performance.

All our dataset results are summarized in Figure 5 and dis-

cussed in the following subsection.

We use MatConvNet [51] to perform deep learning ex-

periments and train on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN

Black GPU.

4.1. Performance on Visual Recognition Tasks

We first analyze the performance of ASP Vision across

several visual recognition tasks to show the broad applica-

bility of this system. The datasets we benchmark include

MNIST [27] for digit recognition, CIFAR-10/100 [22] for

object recognition, and PF-83 [1] for face identification.

For all experiments, we benchmark baselines with their

original first layer number of filters (D) and also with D =
12 for a more fair comparison with ASP Vision when we

analyze FLOPS in the next subsection.

MNIST: Our first simulation involved digit recognition

on MNIST, 60,000 training and 10,000 test images of size

28 × 28. For a baseline, we use LeNet [6] which is a

five layer CNN with both 20 and 12 first-layer filters to

achieve 99.12%and 99.14% percent respectively. Using

LeNet, ASP Vision achieved 99.04% performance.

CIFAR-10/100: Our second simulation involved the

CIFAR-10/100 data sets [22] for object recognition with

50,000 training and 10,000 test images of size 32 × 32 (the

10/100 corresponds to the number of classes). Our baseline

algorithm for these datasets was the Network in Network

(NiN) structure [31] that uses CNNs with fully connected

networks acting as inner layers. The baseline used both

92 and 12 first-layer filters to achieve respectively 86.40%

and 84.90% percent on CIFAR-10, and 57.50% and 55.60%

on CIFAR-100. Note again that these percentages are for

grayscale images. ASP Vision achieved 81.8% and 50.9%

respectively on CIFAR-10/100.

PF-83: Our final simulation on PF-83 [1] is an example

of fine-grained classification to show that ASP features are

transferable even for a difficult task like face identification

(not to be confused with face verification or detection). The

data consists of 13,002 images with size 256 × 256 with 83

classes of faces. Our baseline VGG-M-128 algorithm [4]

achieved 65.67% and 69.78% percent on this data set with

192 and 12 first-layer filters respectively. Using ASP Vi-

sion, we achieved 66.8% percent on PF-83.

Across all datasets, ASP Vision was within 0.1-5.6% of

the baseline accuracies. Note that this comparable-to-slight
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99.04%

81.80%

50.90%

66.80%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

MNIST - LeNet (Digit 

Recognition)

CIFAR-10 - NiN (Object 

Classification)

CIFAR-100 - NiN (Object 

Classification)

PF-83 - VGG-M (Face 

Identification)

Classification Accuracy

Performance on Visual Recognition Tasks

ASP Vision Baseline - 12 filters Baseline - Original # of filters

Figure 5: ASP Vision Performance: ASP Vision’s performance on various visual recognition tasks, evaluated using three

networks, LeNet [6], NiN [31] and VGG-M-128 [4], and over four different datasets: MNIST [27], CIFAR-10 [22], CIFAR-

100 [22], and PF-83 [1].

VGG-M NiN LeNet

# of Conv. Layers 8 9 4

Input Image Size 224 ⨉ 224 ⨉ 3 32 ⨉ 32 ⨉ 3 28 ⨉ 28 ⨉ 1

# of First Layer Filters
96 

(Original)

12

(Prototype)

192 

(Original)

12 

(Prototype)

20

(Original)

12 

(Prototype)

First Layer Conv. Kernel 7 ⨉ 7 ⨉ 96 7 ⨉ 7 ⨉ 12 5 ⨉ 5 ⨉ 192 5 ⨉ 5 ⨉ 12 5 ⨉ 5 ⨉ 20 5 ⨉ 5 ⨉ 12

FLOPS of First Layer 708.0M 88.5 M 14.75M 921.6K 392 K 235 K

Total FLOPS 6.02G 3.83 G 200.3M 157 M 10.4 M 8.8 M

First Layer FLOPS Saving 11.76% 2.3% 7.36% 0.6% 3.77% 2.67%

Table 2: Network Structure and FLOPS: Common CNN architectures such as VGG-M-128 [4], NiN [31], LeNet [6] are

compared for the FLOPS savings from optically computing the first layer of these networks. The actual FLOPS savings for

the working prototype ASP Vision system are also included.

degradation in performance comes with the energy savings

of 90% in image sensing and 90% in transmission band-

width by using ASPs.

4.2. FLOPS savings

The FLOPS saved by ASP Vision is dependent on both

the network architecture and the size of the input images.

We first look at different CNN architectures and their

potential savings from optically computing the first layer

shown in Table 2. Additionally, since we simulate only our

hardware prototype of 12 filters, we compare the FLOPS

of our prototype ASP Vision system with those of modified

CNNs with a 12-filter first layer. This comparison results in

lower FLOPS savings, but yields higher visual recognition

performance. Using an ASP with more numbers of filters

would allow more FLOPS savings when compared to CNNs

with the equivalent number of first-layer filters.

Secondly, FLOPS are input image size dependent as

larger input image sizes will yield proportionally more

FLOPS savings for an ASP Vision system. Even for a rel-

atively deep network, the first layer still contributes a con-

siderable amount of FLOPS if the input image is large. For

example, the FLOPS of the first layer of GoogLeNet [50] is

about 2.5% of the total FLOPS.

4.3. Noise analysis

In Figure 6, we simulate the effects of additive white

noise during image sensing for MNIST images. We com-

pare ASP Vision versus the baseline LeNet with SNR vary-

ing from 9dB to 28dB. Note that at low SNRs, ASP Vi-
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pact of noise to the performance of ASP Vision, we vary

SNR from 9 dB to 28 dB and compared ASP Vision with

baseline LeNet performance on MNIST.

ASP Sensor

Chip Package

Main Lens

Prototype Setup

Figure 7: ASP Camera Setup: Working prototype with 5

mm x 5 mm CMOS ASP image sensor, F1.2 Nikon lens,

and associated readout printed circuit board [18, 54].

sion suffers more from accuracy degradation (9dB - 38.6%,

12dB - 77.9%) as compared to the baseline (9dB - 42.6%,

12dB - 83.6%). However, above 15dB SNR, both methods

have high accuracy and are comparable.

4.4. ASP parameter design space

We finally explore how choice of ASP parameters affects

performance with the salient parameters being angular fre-

quency β and grating orientation χ. We performed a coarse

sweep of β ∈ [5, 50], χ ∈ [−π

2
, π

2
) for one filter on MNIST,

and found no strong dependence on parameters and perfor-

mance.

We also ran sensitivity analysis on the parameter set by

running 100 simulations using 6 randomized ASP filters

each time on the MNIST dataset. We obtained a mean

of 1.13% error with a standard deviation of 0.13%, which

suggests there is no strong dependence of ASP parameters.

This might be partly because the CNN learns to work with

the filters it is given in the first layer.

91.26%

93.53%

86.70%

82.87%

95.22%

94.73%

94.61%

94.18%
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ASP Vision Prototype Experiments

Augmented  ASP Vision Augmented  Baseline
Regular ASP Vision Regular Baseline

Figure 8: ASP Vision Prototype Experiments: Real-

world digit recognition and face identification tasks were

performed on ASP Vision prototype system. Accuracy and

standard deviation for 20 trials are shown.

5. Hardware Prototype and Experiments

Finally, to completely validate our system design, we

show results of classification on an existing camera proto-

type for digit and face recognition. We report mean vali-

dation accuracy and standard deviation for 20 trials with a

random split of 85% for training and 15% validation.

The prototype camera system is the same setup as used

in [18, 54]. A 5 mm × 5 mm CMOS image sensor was

fabricated in a 180nm process, using a tile size of 4 × 6

ASPs with 10um pixels for a 64 × 96 resolution sensor.

This sensor is placed behind a Nikon F1.2 lens for imaging

small objects on an optical bench. See Figure 7 for picture

of our prototype camera.

In general, our prototype camera suffers from high noise

even after a fixed pattern noise subtraction. This may be

due to noise issues from the readout circuits or even from

external amplifiers on the printed circuit board. This limits

the aesthetics of the ASP edge images, but we still achieved

high accuracy in visual recognition. Further circuit design

such as correlated double sampling and fabrication in an

industrial CMOS image sensor process could help alleviate

these noise issues in the future.

Digit Recognition: Using a display with appropriate

brightness approximately one meter away, we show images

of the MNIST dataset, and capture ASP responses as shown

in Figure 9. We captured over 300 pictures of real digits

to be used in our learning experiment. We also used lin-

ear shifts and rotations to augment the size of our dataset to

2946 images. For real data, the baseline LeNet algorithm

performed 91.26% with σ = 2.77% on the regular dataset,

and 95.22% with σ = 0.87% on the augmented dataset.

ASP Vision achieved 86.7% with σ = 3.75% on the regu-

lar dataset, and 94.61% with σ = 0.68% on the augmented
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Figure 9: Digit Recognition: Digits are captured by the

ASP image sensor, 6 of 12 sample edge responses from the

tile are shown. ASP Vision achieved >90% accuracy in

digit recognition on this dataset.

dataset.

Face Identification: To test face identification, we took

200 pictures of 6 subjects approximately 2.5 meters away

in the lab, and the edge responses and example results and

errors are visualized in Figure 10. We used dataset augmen-

tation again to increase the dataset to 7200 pictures. For

the baseline NiN, we achieved 93.53% with σ = 8.37%
on the regular dataset, and 94.73% with σ = 4.2% on

the augmented dataset. ASP Vision achieved 82.87% with

σ = 18.12% on the regular dataset, and 94.18% with

σ = 5.04% on the augmented dataset.

ASP Vision performs about 5-10% worse than baseline

with regular data. After introducing linear shifts and rota-

tions to augment the data, ASP Vision performs on par with

conventional CNNs. These datasets may not generalizable

and may exhibit underlying trends/bias due to the custom

data acquisition. However, these results clearly show the

feasibility of ASP Vision on a real working camera proto-

type.

6. Discussion

Optically computing the first layers of CNNs is a

technique that is not solely limited to ASPs. Sensors

such as the DVS can compute edge features at low

power/bandwidth [28], or using cameras with more gen-

eral optical computation [56] could capture convolutional

features. In addition, it is not possible to hardcode addi-

tional convolutional layers optically in ASPs beyond the

first layer, limiting the potential energy savings. Fully op-

tical systems for artificial neural networks using hologra-

phy [10, 17, 41] or light waves in fiber [16] may achieve

better energy savings.

We have presented an energy-efficient imaging system

that uses custom Angle Sensitive Pixels for deep learning.

We leverage up to 90% energy savings and bandwidth re-

duction in ASPs while achieving good visual recognition

performance on synthetic and real hardware data sets. We

hope our work inspires sensor+ deep learning co-design for

embedded vision tasks in the future.
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